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Despite their apex predator role, relatively little is known about the foraging strategies

that deep-diving marine mammals employ to target prey resources available at different

depths with different costs of access. Using hidden Markov model (HMM) analysis of

behavioral time series, we aimed to quantify the potential for multiple foraging strategies

during 3,150 terminal echolocation (“buzz”) phases of 28 tagged male sperm whales

in Northern Norway. Movement metrics included in the HMM reflected the predator’s

pursuit path (vertical velocity, pitch, and heading variance) and locomotion effort (overall

dynamic body acceleration ODBA). We found a highly depth-dependent distribution of

four buzz types: “Shallow-sparse” (median 161m) had the highest inter-buzz intervals,

“Mid-active” (372m) were the longest duration buzzes (median 21 s) and the most

active in terms of pitch variance, heading variance and ODBA, while “Deep” and “Deep

descent” buzzes (1,130–1,180m) were the shortest in duration (∼7 s) and least energetic

in maneuvers. Regression models for acoustic metrics with both buzz type and depth as

explanatory variables revealed that maximum click rate in a buzz had a strong negative

linear relationship with ambient pressure (1.2Hz every 10 atm or 100m). After accounting

for the effects of pressure, buzz click rates were significantly higher during “Mid-active”

than other types of buzzes. Within buzzes, apparent click output level (AOL, off-axis level

received by the tag, dB re 1 µPa) correlated linearly with log10(inter-click-interval), as

expected by acoustic gain control and increasing sensory volume with increasing click

rate. These results indicate that while higher acoustic sampling rates were used to track

more mobile prey, buzz clicks were produced more sparingly at high ambient pressures

where the number of pneumatically produced clicks may be limited before air must be

recycled, and where prey seem easier to subdue. The diverse prey base indicated by

this study support the feeding requirements of large male sperm whales, and that high

feeding rates of more densely distributed and perhaps more predictable resources (e.g.,

immobile life stages of female Gonatus fabricii) likely maintain preference for the deepest

foraging habitats (> 1 km) of this generalist predator.
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INTRODUCTION

Deep-diving marine mammals such as sperm whales (Physeter
macrocephalus) are central-place foragers that need to balance
energetic benefits of foraging at depth with the time, energetic,
and physiological costs of diving to depth (Houston and
Carbone, 1992). Toothed whales use echolocation clicks to search
for and capture prey, which can be recorded using animal-
attached acoustic recording data loggers (DTAG, Johnson and
Tyack, 2003). Similar to bats, the rate and acoustic features
of echolocation pulses, or “clicks” in toothed whales, indicate
whether the forager is searching for or attempting to capture prey
during the terminal “buzz” phase (Johnson et al., 2004; Miller
et al., 2004a; Madsen et al., 2013). Thus, acoustic recording of
echolocation provides measures of sensory focus and volumes
(Wisniewska et al., 2012) in the context of dive behavior and
ecology. Characteristics of their ecological niche can be relevant
across deep-diving marine mammals that may play key role as
top predators in marine food webs (Heithaus et al., 2008) and
sentinel species in marine conservation (Sergio et al., 2008).
By integrating both movement and acoustic data (Miller et al.,
2004a), it is possible to make increasingly detailed inferences
about the distribution andmaneuverability, and subsequently the
energetic value, of targeted prey (Madsen et al., 2005; Johnson
et al., 2008; Arranz et al., 2011).

Cephalopods are an important source of biomass in marine
food webs, and their availability at depth has been proposed to
be one of the major drivers for the evolution of a larger body
size and more extreme diving capabilities in a range of squid-
eating marine mammals, such as elephant seals, beaked whales,
and sperm whales (Clarke, 1996; Klages, 1996; Whitehead et al.,
2003; Slater et al., 2010). Cephalopods provide a diverse food
source ranging from muscular and protein rich cephalopods to
neutrally buoyant ammoniac squids that are lower in energy
content (Kawakami, 1980; Clarke, 1996; Santos et al., 1999, 2002).
Some species of cephalopodmay be relatively easy to catch as they
quickly become exhausted after fast swimming (Clarke, 1996)
and they may be targeted at more vulnerable stages of vertical
migration (e.g., jumbo squid in Gulf of California, Davis et al.,
2007) or ontogenetic stage (Simon et al., 2003). As with any
generalist predator, marine mammals exploiting such a diverse
resource must therefore balance the energetic value with the cost
of finding and handling different prey types.

Sperm whales target mesopelagic and bathypelagic prey and
can spend >70% of their time foraging (Watwood et al.,
2006; Guerra et al., 2017). While cephalopods form the main
component of the sperm whale diet, fish can be important
regionally, such as in the high-latitude foraging grounds in in
New Zealand (Gaskin and Cawthorn, 1967) and North Atlantic
(Martin and Clarke, 1986). These high-latitude foraging grounds
are frequented by male sperm whales, while female sperm whales
remain at lower latitudes (Whitehead, 2003; Teloni et al., 2008).
Despite a substantial biomass in the epipelagic zone, male sperm
whales also target deeper prey in the high-latitude foraging
grounds (Teloni et al., 2008; Fais et al., 2015). Teloni et al. (2008)
showed that sperm whales produced more frequent and shorter
buzzes during deep (>800m) dives compared to shallow dives,

indicating more sedentary and densely distributed prey at greater
depths. Thus, high-latitude sperm whales provide a case study
in central-place foraging where the benefit of more accessible
prey at shallower depths might weigh against an elevated cost
of prey handling compared to food resources available at greater
depths—with larger transport costs and recovery times after
prolonged diving.

Different prey types imply different challenges to the sensory-
motor system during prey capture. Echolocation requires
a tight coupling of both sensory and motor systems, and
echolocation tactics can vary depending on a behavioral
mode (e.g., between searching and pursuit of prey) and with
environmental parameters (e.g., clutter and ambient noise
conditions) (Schnitzler et al., 2003; Wisniewska et al., 2012;
Madsen and Surlykke, 2013). Relatively fast click rates, or
inversely, short inter-click-intervals (ICI), coupled with lower
source levels during terminal echolocation, or “buzz,” appear to
be a common feature in all studied odontocetes, and indeed
most echolocating bat species, highlighting a key function in
acoustic gaze control (Madsen and Surlykke, 2013). Reduced
source level and increased sampling rates effectively increase
the temporal resolution (data rate) to track likely evasive prey
while reducing the complexity of the auditory scene and echo
ambiguity (Madsen and Surlykke, 2013).Wisniewska et al. (2012)
suggest that during buzzing, porpoises reduce their depth of gaze
to a single target while engaging in a more reactive mode of
sensory-motor operation, i.e., sensory volume is reduced relative
to the motor (or stopping) volume (Wisniewska et al., 2012).

As well as the sensory-motor challenge of different prey
types, sperm whale biosonar performance may be challenged
by the increased hydrostatic pressure at depth (Madsen P. T.
et al., 2002). Sperm whale sound production is thought to be
pneumatically driven (Ridgway and Carder, 2001; Huggenberger
et al., 2014), and the limited volume of gas available to a breath
holding deep diver indicates that gas must be recycled (Madsen
P. T. et al., 2002). Several observations of pauses in between
bouts of usual clicks (also called “regular clicks” in sperm whales)
and following buzzes (e.g., Wahlberg, 2002) suggest that pauses
function as air-recycling events. Thus, changes in gas volume
or density may influence aspects of echolocation output. The
number of usual clicks produced in between recycling events
(i.e., usual click train duration) has been shown to decrease with
depth, consistent with gas volumes being reduced by hydrostatic
pressure (Wahlberg, 2002). However, sperm whale usual click
levels and frequency content appear to be relatively unaffected
by pressure (Madsen P. T. et al., 2002). Nevertheless, if a certain
gas volume is required to produce each click, reduced gas volume
under pressure could potentially limit click and buzz production.

We investigated these ecophysiological and biomechanical
trade-offs using movement and acoustic data from terminal
echolocation buzzes of 28 sperm whales outfitted with data
loggers near Lofoten Islands, Norway. We set out to (1) test
whether the tagged whales engaged in a generalist strategy,
with individuals switching between different movement tactics
to capture prey, and if so, (2) test whether the movement tactics
varied by depth, indicating diversity in targeted prey between
depth layers, and (3) quantify the extent to which acoustic
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behavior during prey capture attempts is influenced by depth
(hydrostatic pressure) vs. the movement tactics (indicating prey
mobility and maneuverability).

To address these objectives, we first used hidden Markov
models (HMMs) to classify buzzes according to their inter-buzz-
intervals and movement behavior that were a-priori expected to
be related to characteristics of the targeted prey resources rather
than hydrostatic pressure (e.g., buzz duration was therefore
excluded from the HMM). We then then tested whether the buzz
classification (∼targeted prey) was random with respect to depth
in a second analysis step. For the third objective, we modeled
echolocation performance during buzzing (maximum click rate
and AOL in a buzz) with both hydrostatic pressure and the buzz
movement types (∼targeted prey) as explanatory variables. We
expected less air to be available for sound production at depth,
and thus a reduced number of clicks within a click sequence (i.e.,
buzz without an air-recycling pause). To test if click rates within
buzzes indicate sensory volume, we also tested whether sperm
whales simultaneously adjusted click rate and click output levels
as expected based upon gain control to target prey at a specific
range.

METHODS

Data Collection
DTAG acoustic and movement data were collected aboard 28
tagged sperm whales near Lofoten, Norway in 2005, 2008–2010,
and 2016–2017 during the summer months (May–July). The
field protocol included (1) tagging the whale from a small rigid-
hulled inflatable boat (RHIB) using a cantilevered pole (12–
15m) attached to the bow of the RHIB, (2) re-approaching
the tagged whale for photo-identification, (3) visual and VHF
tracking of the tagged whale, and (4) recovery of the released
tag (after 6–23 h of recording). The 2008–2010 and 2016–2017
deployments were subject to controlled exposure experiments
within the 3S (Sea mammals, Sonar, Safety) research project
(Miller et al., 2011). Data during all of the experimental
exposures, including sound exposures as well as no-sonar control
approaches were excluded from this analysis which aimed to
focus on baseline behavior. Data were also excluded from the
beginning of the tag record until the tag boat no longer re-
approached the whale for fluke photographs used in individual
identification.

Animal experiments were carried out under permits issued
by the Norwegian Animal Research Authority (Permit No.
2004/20607 and S-2007/61201), in compliance with ethical
use of animals in experimentation. The research protocol was
approved by the University of St Andrews Animal Welfare
and Ethics Committee and the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. The sound
exposure experiments were designed and conducted within the
3S (Sea mammals, Sonar, Safety) research project (Miller et al.,
2011).

Depth, pitch and roll data were derived following Johnson
and Tyack (2003) and decimated at 5Hz. Both DTAG version
2 (2005–2010) and version 3 (2016–2017) was used. The

hydrophones had a sensitivity between −188 and −190 dB re
V/µPa, depending on the tag.

Acoustic Data Processing
DTAG audio recordings were monitored both aurally and
visually using spectrograms in Adobe Audition (hereafter termed
“auditing”), and the start and end time of regular and buzz click
trains were marked. Buzz start time was defined as a change
in amplitude and/or spectral content of clicks before a fast run
(click rate >5Hz). Buzz end time was defined as the start of a
pause before the next usual click train, exceeding the ICI of the
subsequent usual (i.e., regular) clicks, or start of a pause before
the next surfacing. In the absence of such a clear pause, the end
time of a buzz was identified as the last irregularly spaced buzz
clicks (this pattern was also typical of buzzes with a clear pause).
For analysis, buzzes were filtered by maximum repetition rate
(section Data Filtering below).

Individual clicks within buzzes were detected automatically
using a custom-written program in Matlab. To improve signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) for click detection, wave files were first band-
pass filtered between 700Hz and 40 kHz using a 256 point finite-
impulse filter. Filtered energy was smoothed (Hanning window
1ms), and click start and end times were detected based upon
thresholds of the median and spread of the smoothed energy.

The received level of buzz clicks arriving on the animal
attached recorder (DTAG) was used as a proxy for the
relative acoustic output level or “apparent output level” (AOL,
Madsen et al., 2005). DTAG attachment location will vary
between individual attachments and potentially also within a tag
attachment (Johnson et al., 2009) if the tag slides over the animal’s
body. We did not attempt to compare absolute AOLs across
different tag deployments. Instead, we aimed to assess relative
changes in AOL within each buzz. This approach assumes that
directionality patterns of click transmissions are not correlated
with AOL.

In order to measure AOL, a lower order filtering (3rd order
Butterworth bandpass between 1 and 40 kHz) of the raw signal
was used to reduce effects of flow noise and click rate. Peak-to-
peak sound pressure levels (AOLpp) and sound exposure levels
(AOLE) were measured for each click following Madsen (2005).
SEL values were accumulated over each 0.5 s time bin (AOLE,0.5s)
to contrast maximum peak-to-peak levels (AOLmax,0.5s) with
time-integrated sound levels over time.

Data Filtering
Three data structures were defined for analysis: (1) click level
data (“click data”), (2) binned time series for 0.5 s bins (“binned
data”), and (3) summary statistics for each audited buzz (“buzz
data”) (Table 1). Click data were binned in order to obtain a time-
balanced sample for a fine-scale analysis of click rate while buzz
data were used to compare and classify buzzes as proxies for prey
capture attempts. Maximum click rate for each buzz was obtained
from the binned data. Buzzes that did not reach 5Hz in click rate
(Teloni et al., 2008) were not considered to be fast runs, and were
excluded from analysis (N = 7).

For acoustic analysis, buzzes were filtered to include only the
highest quality detections in order to account for variable SNR
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TABLE 1 | Measurements and summary statistics.

Data set Measurement Description

Click data AOLpp Peak-to-peak (apparent output) level (dB rms re 1 µPa) over 3.5ms window

AOLE90 Sound exposure (apparent output) level / energy flux density (dB re 1 µPa2 s−1) over 90% energy window for each

click

ICI (s) Inter-click-interval; time since previous click detection in seconds

Binned data Click rate (Hz) Click detection rate (Hz): number of detected clicks during 0.5 s time bin x2

Max AOLpp,0.5s Maximum peak-to-peak level (AOLpp) in 0.5 s time bin

AOLE,0.5s Cumulative sound exposure level of click AOLE90 over 0.5 s time bin

Depth Mean depth (m) within the 0.5 s time bin

Buzz data Start time, end time,

duration (s)

Audited start time and end time from tag-on time in seconds, time interval between them defines buzz duration

IBI (min)* Inter-buzz-interval: the time interval (h) between previous buzz (+any subsequent pause), and the start time of the next

buzz

Pause duration (s) Time interval between the end of buzz and the start of next buzz or usual click train duration

Max rate (Hz) Maximum click rate, at 0.5 s bin resolution

# max rate peaks Number of click rate peaks in buzz (from time binned rate data)

Max AOLpp,buzz Maximum peak-to-peak level (AOLpp) of the buzz

ODBA* Root-mean-square (rms) of 2-norm overall dynamic body acceleration

Vertical velocity* Mean vertical velocity during the buzz, where vertical velocity was derived from low pass filtered depth time series with

a cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz

Pitch and heading

variance*

Angular variances of the heading and filtered pitch time series over the buzz. The pitch data were filtered using

fourth-order butterworth low-pass filter with a deployment-specific cut-off frequency (0.04–0.07Hz) selected to be

<50% of the fundamental fluke stroke frequency

Depth Mean depth (m) across 5Hz depth values during the audited buzz

*Included in the hidden Markov model (HMM) classification of buzz movement types. Sound levels were measured off-axis from the animal-borne tag (DTAG, Johnson et al., 2009), and

are therefore referred to as ‘apparent output level’ (AOL).

conditions. This more stringent filtering was also necessary to
remove occasional false positives of clicks from other non-tagged
whales that were included in the automated click detection. Data
were first removed within each buzz on a click-by-click basis.
Each 0.5 s bin was then deemed to be high quality if no more than
5% of the clicks within it were removed. Similarly, each buzz was
accepted if no more than 5% of its clicks and 5% of its time bins
were removed.

Clicks were removed as likely false positives when they had
clearly different AOL compared to their neighboring clicks. Click
AOLpp was first smoothed within each buzz using median filter
with a window size of 5. The clicks were then excluded by
removing those with raw AOLpp values that were more than
6 dB below or 12 dB above the smoothed median AOLpp. A
lower threshold value was used for AOLpp values below the
median because they were more likely to originate from other
sources than the tagged whale. The thresholds were determined
by inspecting the distribution of AOLpp for outliers for each
tag. 98% of the AOLpp values that were below the running
median AOLpp differed from it by <7 dB, on average across tags
(median = 4 dB, range = 1.6–26.6). Clicks with clipped sound
levels were also removed. Due to the relatively low AOL of the
buzz clicks, clipping was rare (0.1% of all time bins contained
any clipping). Clicks and bins with any acoustic clipping were
removed from the AOL analysis.

Measurements and summary statistics are listed in Table 1.
Audit start time and end time defined buzz duration.

Statistical Hypothesis Testing
Three analysis steps were designed to decompose movement
classification and echolocation tactics from direct effects of
depth (pressure, light) across different prey encounters. First,
buzz events were classified using an unsupervised classification
algorithm on summary movement variables that were a priori
expected to be related to prey mobility and maneuverability
rather than to the physical effects of depth (e.g., pressure or
light conditions). Second, if the existence of multiple buzz
movement types was supported, their vertical distribution was
tested by modeling depth with the movement classification as a
candidate explanatory variable. Third, we tested the importance
of the movement classification vs. hydrostatic pressure as
explanatory variables for echolocation performance (maximum
click rate and AOL in a buzz). Pressure was included either
as a linear or inverse-transformed covariate to reflect possible
effects of changing air density and volume on pneumatic click
production.

Finally, to quantify within-buzz variation in AOL,
we modeled both maximum peak-to-peak levels (Max
AOLpp,0.5s) and time-integrated sound exposure levels
(AOLE,0.5s) in the time binned data. In order to test
whether the AOL metrics were adjusted to sensory
volumes and/or potential target range, we compared
models with the time-binned click rate and expected
transmission loss (TL = log10range) as candidate explanatory
variables.
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Classification of Movement During Buzzes
Buzzes were classified by fitting multivariate HMMs (Zucchini
et al., 2016) to the movement data summarized for each buzz.
The buzz summary metrics were modeled as a state-dependent
process, and the probability of transition from one latent buzz
type to the next was described by a transition probability matrix.
The negative log-likelihood of the HMM was minimized using
the nlm function in R (package stats). Mixture distributions are
multi-modal, and therefore, the minimization is sensitive to the
choice of starting values. To check for multiple minima and to
ensure the algorithm did not terminate at a local minimum,
each model was fitted 50 times with different initial values and
the stability of the resulting likelihoods was monitored visually.
Initial values for the distributional parameters were calculated
from random 10% subsets of the input data, based upon a mean
for one-parameter distributions, and both mean and variance for
two-parameter distributions (Isojunno et al., 2017).

Movement metrics were selected to be proxies for prey density
(inter-buzz-interval IBI), overall prey mobility and subsequent
energy expenditure (rootmean square of 2-norm overall dynamic
acceleration [ODBA], standardized by its median value for each
deployment), and prey mobility in three dimensions (vertical
velocity, pitch variance, and heading variance) (Table 1)—
variables that were a priori expected to related to prey and not be
directly affected by the physical effects of depth (pressure or light
conditions). Conversely, duration of the buzz was not included
in the classification because duration may be directly limited
by the air volume available to the whale at depth (Wahlberg,
2002). Similarly, rolling behavior was not included to avoid any
confounding effects of light on body posture. A parametric family
of distributions was specified for each metric. IBI was chosen a
single-parameter family to allow for long tails in the positive-
valued distribution. Vertical speed was specified a Gaussian
distribution, and the metrics that were confined between 0 and
1 were specified beta distributions (pitch and heading variance).
ODBA, which only takes positive values, was specified a gamma
distribution.

Modeling Buzz Depth and Acoustic Metrics
Three models were fitted to the buzz-level data. To test for
vertical stratification of the buzz classification (proxy for density
and mobility of targeted prey), buzz mean depth was first
modeled with the estimated buzz movement type as a factor
explanatory variable. The factor covariate therefore captured
the mean differences in depth across buzz types. Two acoustic
metrics (maximum click rate and maximum AOLpp) were
then modeled to test whether they were better explained by
hydrostatic pressure (∼depth) and/or the buzz type (∼targeted
prey). Maximum values were chosen to reflect the maximum
acoustical performance within each buzz. However, to check how
the maximum click rate related to the hand-off distance (the
distance at which buzz was initiated), the model selection for
maximum click rate was repeated with click rate at the first 0.5 s
time bin (initial click rate) and the first ICI (inverse-transformed
to a rate s−1) as response variables. All acoustic metrics were
modeled with ambient pressure (standard atmospheres [atm])
and the buzz classification as explanatory variables.

All three models were fitted within a generalized estimating
equation (GEE) where tag identifier was specified as a
panel variable to estimate average effects across individuals
(function geeglm in r package geepack). Information criteria
(QIC) were used to select between models with first-order
autoregressive correlation structure or no correlation structure
(“independence” working correlation, but still accounting for
residual autocorrelation). Empirical (“sandwich”) standard error
estimates are reported which are robust to the working
correlation assumption. Depth as a continuous positive variable
was specified a gamma distribution, click rates as a counts over
unit time was specified a Poisson (count) distribution, and max
AOLpp was modeled as a normal variable.

Log-link was used to allow a log-linear response of the
acoustic metrics to hydrostatic pressure. In addition, models with
inverse-transformed hydrostatic pressure allowed the estimation
of exponential relationships (as expected by Boyle’s law). QIC was
used to compare models without any covariates (null models)
andmodels with all covariate combinations (one model for depth
with buzz as the sole covariate, and fivemodels for each of the two
acoustic response variables, with buzz type, hydrostatic pressure
and inverse hydrostatic pressure as the candidate covariates).
Type III Wald tests were carried out for the full models to test the
importance of movement classification in explaining variation in
the acoustic metrics, after individual variability and pressure had
been accounted for.

Within-Buzz Variation in AOL
Within-buzz binned data were used to investigate variation in
AOL as a function of ICI, or inversely, click rate at 0.5 s temporal
resolution. A positive correlation was expected under two but not
necessarily mutually exclusive scenarios where output click levels
are reduced (1) due to gain control at shorter ranges [automated
gain control [AGC], Au 1993], indicated by shorter ICI:s, and
(2) to optimize sensory volume as acoustic sampling rates
are increased. AGC can be achieved by adjustments to source
level, hearing sensitivity or both (transmitter vs. receiver-based
AGC; Finneran et al., 2013; Supin and Nachtigall, 2013). The
transient sonar equation describes the relationship between the
transmitted and received levels of sonar (Urick, 1989; Au, 1993).
Assuming spherical TL and frequency-dependent absorption α,
the equation can be written as:

RL = SL− 2× 20 log 10(R)− α + TS (1)

Where RL and SL are the received and source energy flux density,
respectively, R is range and TS is target strength in decibels.
Beaked whales (Mesoplodon) appear to maintain a relatively
constant output on approach to prey (Madsen et al., 2005), while
little evidence exists for the presence or lack of AGC in sperm
whales. Furthermore, the extent to which sperm whales adjust
their click output and rates to their targeted prey during terminal
echolocation is not known.

If the ICI of buzz clicks was being adjusted to target range
and click output adjusted to concomitant TL, then the sonar
equation loss (Equation 1) would predict a logarithmic decrease
in buzz click output level. To formalize this expectation, the
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expected target range was calculated assuming that ICI equals
the two-way travel time (TWTT) of sound between emission and
reception of echo (speed of sound assumed a constant 1,490m/s),
plus a processing delay. Processing delay was assumed to be less
than the shortest ICI in the fine-filtered data (12ms). Thus, the
expected range was calculated as

R =
ICI − 12/1000

2
∗ 1490

m

s
(2)

On the other hand, if the whale was adjusting per-click AOL
to maintain a stable sensory volume over time, a different
relationship of AOL with click rate would be expected. Sound
exposure level (SEL, or energy flux density) of transients can
be approximated by 10 log to the time integral of the squared
pressure over the pulse duration (Madsen, 2005). Because
increasing number of clicks increases the total signal duration in a
given time interval (higher duty cycle), the per-click AOL should
therefore decrease proportionally to 10∗log10(click rate) in order
to maintain a constant SEL.

To statistically test the expected relationships between click
rate and AOL, we modeled both Max AOLpp,0.5s and AOLE,0.5s
with either click rate (s−1), log10(click rate), or log10(range) as
linear covariates. While the time-integrated value of AOLE,0.5s
was largely expected to follow the number and AOLpp of
individual clicks in a given time bin, by modeling it we could
test the expectation of a constant SEL over time under the
sensory volume hypothesis. To allow deployment-specific effects
on AOL, tag deployment was specified as a factor covariate in
every model. Within-buzz autocorrelation in AOL was modeled
using 1st order autoregressive correlation structure in a linear
mixed model (LMM) with buzz id as a random effect (function
lme, package nlme). A LMM was chosen over the GEE approach
because the focus of the analysis was within-buzz variation, i.e.,
variation within the panel variable. AIC was used to compare
models. The model was fitted to the fine-filtered binned data, and
excluded the last 3 s of each buzz in order to reduce the effect of
any clicks produced at the end of the buzz that may no longer
reflect prey pursuit.

RESULTS

Data
A total of 3,715 buzzes were audited, of which 3,150
baseline buzzes (from 28 individuals, or 846min recording
time) were included in the analyses (“coarse” data-filtering,
Supplementary Table 1). Further “fine” data-filtered buzzes
(n = 1,891, 490min) excluded 11 short (<2 s) buzzes, 3 shallow
buzzes (average, start or end depth<20m), almost all (n= 23/27)
of the buzzes from whale sw08_152a, an unusually noisy tag
where flow noise dominated energy from clicks at high repetition
rates, and 8/10 buzzes from sw09_141a that was associated with
other whales for most of the baseline data period. All the data are
provided in the Supplementary Material (Data Sheets 1–3, and
the Supplementary Table 2 file).

Classification of Buzz Events Based Upon
Movement
AIC decreased for every additional state in the HMM (as
is typical for HMMs), but the decrease appeared to level
off after 4 states (i.e., “buzz movement types”). The 4-state
HMM also produced distinct and biologically interpretable states
(Supplementary Figures 1–5). We therefore selected the HMM
with 4 states for further inference.

The two buzzmovement types with the deepest median depths
(1,178 and 1,130m) had the lowest median total ODBA (overall
dynamic body acceleration) values (1.5 and 1.6, respectively).
Within these two types, the former included more descending
vertical speeds (median 1.7 [0.9, 2.3]). The longest median IBI
was obtained for the shallowest buzz type (161m), and the
shortest IBI for the second shallowest (372m) which also had
the highest median ODBA (4.1). Based on these results, the four
buzz types are hereafter termed as “Shallow-sparse,” “Mid-active,”
“Deep-descent,” and “Deep,” respectively (Table 2).

Depth Distribution of Movement Types
Each buzz movement type had a distinct but a broad depth
distribution (Figures 1, 2; see Supplementary Figures 11–24 for
full time series). The buzz type was a significant predictor of
depth across individuals in a GEE (χ2 = 62.1, p = <0.001), and
the model with buzz type outperformed the null model in terms
of the QIC (quasi-information criterion; 1QIC = 1,276). This
result was robust to the exclusion of IBI from the HMM model
fit (Supplementary Figure 6). Compared to depth, time of day
had relatively little effect on the occurrence of buzz types with
lower solar elevation slightly increasing the probability of deep-
descent buzzes (Supplementary Figures 7, 8). QIC supported
“independence” working correlation over an autoregressive
structure.

Effects of Pressure and Buzz Movement
Type on Acoustic Metrics
The lowest QIC models included both ambient pressure (atm)
and buzz type (HMM movement classification) as covariates in
both GEEs for maximum click rate and maximum peak-to-peak
click level (max AOLpp) across buzzes, and “independence” as
working correlation. The same model was selected for maximum
click rate and initial click rates representing hand-off distance
(first binned click rate and initial inverse-transformed ICI).
For the max AOLpp, inverse-transformed pressure was selected
over the non-transformed covariate. While Type III Wald tests
supported both covariates in the full model for click rate (p <

0.001), there was no support for buzz movement type in the
full model for max AOLpp (p = 0.11) (Supplementary Table 2).
These results indicate high variability inmax AOLpp, which is not
clearly explained by the type of movement behavior during buzz-
related prey encounters. Wald tests showed somewhat weaker
effects for the initial binned click rate (Supplementary Table 2)
and initial inverse-transformed ICI (pressure: χ

2 = 5.6,
p= 0.018; buzz type: χ2 = 13.6, p= 0.004).

Maximumbuzz click rate was estimated to decrease by 23% for
every 100 atm increase in pressure (90m), or an average∼1.15Hz
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TABLE 2 | Sample size and summary statistics (median, 95% percentiles) for each buzz type (coarse-filtered data).

N Depth (m) Duration (s) Pause

duration (s)

IBI (min) ODBA (rms) Vertical speed

(m/s)

Pitch variance

(rad−100)

Heading variance

(rad−100)

Shallow-sparse 1,061 160.7 14.1 3.5 3.4 2.8 0.0 4 9.7

[66, 934.5] [6.4, 50] [0, 53.5] [0.1, 13] [1.2, 6] [−1.2, 1.1] [0.4, 28.6] [0.4, 79.3]

Mid-active 768 371.5 21.0 0.1 0.3 4.1 0.3 16.2 31.8

[145.2, 663.1] [8.5, 79.6] [0, 24.7] [0, 2.2] [2.1, 8.7] [−0.6, 2.2] [2.1, 42.3] [2.4, 84.3]

Deep-descent 275 1177.6 6.8 3.5 0.6 1.5 1.7 1.2 2.2

[287, 1761.8] [3.3, 31.4] [0, 13.7] [0, 3.9] [0.7, 3.1] [0.9, 2.3] [0.1, 8.9] [0.1, 44.2]

Deep 1,046 1130.4 7.0 5.2 1.0 1.6 −0.2 1.1 0.8

[107.4, 1788.5] [3.9, 19.9] [0, 19.7] [0.1, 5.7] [0.6, 3.7] [−1.7, 1.1] [0, 8.6] [0.1, 7.1]

FIGURE 1 | Top panel shows example section of dive profile (sw17_186a) with buzzes color-coded by HMM-classified predator-prey movement type (Figure 2). The

solid line indicates buzz duration, and greater circle size shows greater ODBA values (overall dynamic body acceleration, Table 1). In the middle and bottom panels,

connected black circles show time-binned click rate (Hz), and solid blue lines show maximum apparent output level (AOLpp,0.5) in each 0.5 s time bin for each

example buzz (A–D, labeled in the dive profile).
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FIGURE 2 | HMM classification of buzz summary variables, chosen to reflect predator-prey movement rather than physical effects of depth (light, or hydrostatic

pressure) (Tables 2, 3). Density lines show the estimated state-dependent distributions. ODBA = overall dynamic body acceleration (Table 1). Please see

Supplementary Figures 1–5 for the equivalent figure with a different number (2–5) of underlying states.

for every 100m increase in depth (Figure 3). A similar but more
variable decrease was estimated for initial click rates (17.5 and
22.4% for initial binned rate and first 1/ICI), indicating that click
rates were reduced across the entire buzz. For the “Deep” buzz
type, which could also be produced at relatively shallow depths
(min 81m), the model estimated the average maximum click rate
to decrease from 54.2Hz [51.2, 57.0] at 100m depth to 42.8Hz
[41.4, 44.2] at 1,000m depth. While the maximum click rate was
reduced during the two deep buzz types compared to the Shallow-
sparse type, there wasn’t strong evidence for such an effect on
initial click rate. Instead, click rates were elevated by 40% at the
start of theMid-active buzz types compared to the Shallow-sparse
buzzes (Supplementary Table 2).

Max AOLpp was predicted to decrease exponentially with
depth, with the most drastic decrease in level (>1 dB for every
1 atm increase in pressure) estimated when ambient pressure
was ≤7 atm (60m) (Figure 3). However, some effect of pressure
on max AOLpp may have remained for deeper buzzes as well:
fitting the model without the shallow (<100m) buzzes the effect
of inverse pressure was still supported by the Type III Wald tests
at 5% significance level (χ2 = 3.95, p= <0.047).

Within-Buzz Variation in AOL
The average ± SD difference between the maximum and
minimum value for max AOLpp,0.5s within a buzz was 17.5

dB ± 8.0 (n = 58,079 fine-filtered time bins in 1,891 buzzes)
(Figure 4). The model selection supported log(click rate) as a
linear predictor for the maximum click level (AOLpp,0.5s) and
log(range) for the cumulative sound exposure level (AOLE,0.5s)
(Supplementary Table 3). The relationship with click rate was
negative for AOLpp,0.5s and positive for AOLE,0.5s (Figures 4E,F).
Thus, the decrease in per-click AOL did not result in a
flat response for time-integrated AOL. The multiplier (slope)
for log10(Range) was estimated to be 2.8 (SE = 0.06) for
AOLpp,0.5s and −3.7 (SE = 0.043) for AOLE, 0.5s, much lower
than expected based on two-way spherical TL (2 × 20 dB,
Equation 1). The slope parameter was estimated to be −4.0
(SE= 0.06) for log10(Click rate) in the best model for AOLpp,0.5s.
The relationship was consistent across the four buzz types
(Supplementary Figure 10).

DISCUSSION

We aimed to determine whether male sperm whales had
different movement patterns during prey encounters, and
whether terminal echolocation (buzzing) behavior was related
to those movement patterns or pneumatic sound production
under hydrostatic pressure at depth. Decomposing the effects
of predator movement and depth (pressure) was essential to
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FIGURE 3 | Maximum click rate (top row) and maximum apparent peak-to-peak sound pressure level (AOLpp, bottom row) as a function of average ambient pressure

for each buzz, paneled by the HMM classification of predator-prey movement (Figure 2). Gray symbols show observed data, with different symbols indicating different

tagged animals. Solid and dashed lines show model predictions and 95% parametric bootstrap confidence intervals, based on the full GEE (generalized estimating

equation) models for the two acoustic metrics (Supplementary Table 2). Please see Supplementary Figure 9 for the equivalent figure with depth on the x-axis.

evaluate whether sperm whales might target different prey at
different depths. There was clear evidence for a linear decrease
in buzz click rates (both initial and maximum in the buzz) with
depth that could not be explained by buzz movement type alone
(Figure 3), suggesting a pressure effect on sound production.

Unsupervised classification that included inter-buzz-interval
(IBI) and movement summary statistics, but not acoustic metrics
or depth itself, resulted in a depth-dependent classification
of four buzz types (Figures 1, 2). “Shallow-sparse” and “Mid-
active” buzz types had the highest activity levels in terms overall
movement (ODBA), while shorter IBI, lower ODBA, and fewer
changes in orientation implicated a denser distribution of less
mobile prey at depth (median depth >1,100m) (“Descent-deep”
and “Deep” buzz types, Table 2). After accounting for effects of
pressure, click rates (at the beginning of the buzz especially) were
higher during Mid-Active than other types of buzzes (Table 3),
indicating that higher acoustic sampling rates were used to track
prey that required more active capture movements. Our results,
spanning across 12 years and 28 individual tag deployments,
corroborate previous results from Teloni et al. (2008) that sperm
whales engage in at least two different foraging strategies, but also
illustrate potential echolocation limitations at depth andmultiple

movement tactics within a dive (multiple buzz types). Our results
also corroborate that sperm whales engage in an active pursuit of
prey (Aoki et al., 2012; Fais et al., 2016).

Evidence for Pressure-Driven Effects
Hydrostatic pressure explained a significant amount of variation
in buzz click rates (both initial and maximum rates), as
well as maximum AOL (peak-to-peak SPL) across buzzes,
after accounting for the effect of buzz movement classification
(Supplementary Table 2). The relationship between maximum
click rate and hydrostatic pressure was estimated to be linear,
while model selection supported the effect of inverse transformed
pressure on maximum AOL (Figure 3). Such an exponential
relationship would be expected if the maximum AOL was
influenced by available volume of air, which is inversely
proportional to ambient pressure (Boyle’s law). Conversely, the
linear relationship between maximum click rate and pressure
indicates that air density of compressed gases, rather than their
volume may be important for the adjustment of maximum
echolocation rate. On the other hand, if a fixed air volume was
required to produce each buzz click, an exponential decrease in
the total number of clicks produced in each buzzmay be expected
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FIGURE 4 | Within-buzz variation in click rate and two apparent output level (AOL) metrics (peak-to-peak and sound exposure level, Table 1) measured for each 0.5 s

time bin. (A–D) show time series data for each fine-filtered buzz (N = 1891), color-coded by the HMM classification of predator-prey movement (cyan,

Shallow-sparse; orange, Deep-descent; red, Mid-active; dark blue, Deep; Figure 2). The bottom two panels show best model fits for the two AOL metrics (E: AOLpp
∼ log-transformed click rate, F: AOLE ∼ log-transformed expected range), with predictions given for each tag deployment as a separate black line. Gray lines show

the data time series for each buzz.

as a function of depth. The more variable but significant decrease
in the initial click rates as well as data for the total number of
clicks support this second prediction (Figure 5), although the
total number of clicks was not included in the formal analysis
due to confounding effects with buzz duration. Furthermore,
while the analysis of usual clicks was outside the scope of this
work, it is likely that some of the air volume available for a buzz
would have been used in the preceding series of usual clicks.

Indeed, Wahlberg (2002) showed that the time interval between
subsequent pauses as well as the number of usual clicks decreased
exponentially at depth (up to 1,500m).

While we found an exponential decrease in maximum AOL
with hydrostatic pressure for buzzes, Madsen P. T. et al. (2002)
showed that on-axis output and frequency of sperm whale
usual clicks were independent of depth up to 700m. Multiple
factors could explain the discrepancy to the off-axis results
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TABLE 3 | Sample size and acoustic characteristics (median, 95% percentiles) of each buzz type (fine-filtered data).

N No. of peaks Click rate (Hz) Max AOLpp Max AOLE

Shallow-sparse 703 3 [1, 15.4] 58 [44, 68] 175.9 [158.6, 188.2] 188.6 [173.9, 195.9]

Mid-active 488 7 [1.2, 29] 60 [44, 74] 172.2 [156.3, 190.2] 186.4 [173.9, 200.5]

Deep-descent 141 2 [1, 15.5] 36 [22.8, 56] 171.4 [160.7, 183.3] 182.2 [174.1, 191.7]

Deep 559 2 [1, 5] 42 [30, 62] 172.4 [160.3, 187.7] 183.3 [172.1, 194]

FIGURE 5 | Total duration (A) and total number of click detections (B) per buzz as a function of depth, color-coded by the HMM classification of predator-prey

movement (Figure 2, Tables 2, 3).

reported here for buzz clicks, such as narrowing of acoustic
beam to retain optimal sonar capacity of on-axis clicks at depth.
Sperm whale echolocation clicks are highly directional, and the
backward directed beam can be dominated by the initial “p0”
pulse produced in the distal air sac (Møhl et al., 2003; Zimmer
et al., 2005). Indeed, the sound pressure levels received by the tag
may not only represent off-axis levels, but may also be filtered
and beamformed by the body of the whale (Johnson et al., 2009).
Similarly, Thode and Mellinger (2002) reported a change in the
frequency content of usual clicks with depth but the source-
receiver aspect was unknown and possibly variable. Therefore,
the negative trend in the apparent click levels does not necessarily
indicate that on-axis levels were compromised at depth, but could
also relate to changes in sound propagation, such as changing of
the sound beam as a function of depth. This question could be
evaluated by simultaneous acoustic recording at different points
of the acoustic beam, e.g., by attaching multiple tags on the
same individual or combining animal-borne and remote acoustic
recording.

Echolocation Tactics
After accounting for the effects of hydrostatic pressure, we found
variation in click rates between the four buzz types. Mid-active
buzzes that were the longest in duration and most active buzz
type in terms of movement were also associated with increased
initial and maximum click rates. Conversely, maximum click
rates were the slowest for the two deep, less active, buzz types

(Table 3). These results are consistent with the need to increase
click rate to increase rate of sensory feedback in order to
inform predator motor reactions to more mobile prey (Madsen
and Surlykke, 2013; Wisniewska et al., 2014). On the other
hand, we found no evidence for slower initial ICI associated
with longer buzzes that have been suggested to help processing
more complex auditory scenes in beaked whales (Johnson et al.,
2008).

As expected, within-buzz click rates were correlated with
maximum AOL. Maximum peak-to-peak levels (AOLpp,0.5s)
ranged by 17.5 dB in an average buzz, of which <10 dB was
estimated to be due to co-variation with click rate. The per-click
reduction in AOL with increasing click rate was not sufficient
to completely remove a positive relationship between click rate
and sound exposure level (AOLE,0.5s) over time. Consistent with
the hypothesis that per-click AOL was adjusted to reduce sensory
volume, peak levels were best explained by log-transformed
click rate. Auditory evoked potential experiments indicate that
echolocating odontocetes have the ability to discriminate and
track clicks and echoes at high temporal resolution (e.g., 5–20ms
in Risso’s dolphins Mooney et al., 2006). Concordantly, in our
data, 1% of the buzz clicks had ICI < 15ms (minimum 12–
13ms). Therefore, if sperm whales tracked individual echoes,
their sensory volume per second would increase by a factor of
60 by decreasing ICI from 1 s to 15ms alone.

While log-transformed target range (calculated based on ICI)
outperformed linear click rate as a predictor of AOLpp,0.5s,
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the slope was estimated to be much lower than what would
have been expected for two-way spherical transmission loss
(Equation 1). This result indicates that ICI and/or per-click
AOL did not fully and/or instantaneously track target range.
If ICI corresponded to TWTT, the ranges to targets would
have been 40–120m at the beginning of the buzz (80–92m
for Shallow-sparse, 41–52m for Mid-active, and 104–123m
for Deep-descent and Deep buzz types) (assuming 0–15ms
processing delay on the median first ICI). These ranges would
be relatively long compared to other studied beaked whales,
delphinids, and many bats that switch to terminal echolocation
∼1 body length away from their target (Madsen and Surlykke,
2013). Alternatively, sperm whales emit buzz clicks more slowly
at the beginning of the buzz, and do not reach their capacity of
click-by-click (echo-by-echo) discrimination until the temporal
resolution is required. This hypothesis would be consistent with
the apparent pneumatic limitations. Low ICIs relative to target
range (determined by animal-borne recording of prey echoes)
have also been reported at the beginning of the buzz in beaked
whales (Madsen et al., 2005) and other toothed whales (DeRuiter
et al., 2009; Wisniewska et al., 2014).

Evidence for Different Prey Types
Buzz classification that included IBI and movement, but
not depth or acoustic variables, produced a highly depth-
dependent distribution (Figures 1, 2). Two buzz types occurred
predominantly during deep dives (median >1,100m): both
“Deep” and “Deep-descent” types consisted of short duration
(median 7.0 and 6.8 s, respectively) and relatively low movement
activity (ODBA) buzzes. The two types differed by vertical
velocity, and Deep-descent buzzes were also observed during
shallower dives (<500m, Figure 2). “Shallow sparse” and “Mid-
active” buzzes were on average more than twice as long in
duration and were more active than the deep buzz types. Of
all buzz types, Mid-active buzzes were the longest in duration,
produced at the shortest intervals and were the most active in
terms of movement. These buzzes also included up to 29 peaks in
binned click rate, indicating multiple re-approaches (Table 3).

These results corroborate previous research showing that
that sperm whales engage in an active search-and-pursue
strategy (Amano and Yoshioka, 2003; Miller et al., 2004a;
Aoki et al., 2012; Fais et al., 2016), but also that the level of
activity during prey encounters varied with depth. Increased
movement effort indicated that more mobile prey were targeted
at shallower depths (<700m), such as muscular cephalopods
or fish. Conversely at deeper depths (∼1,000–1,800m) sperm
whales appeared to either be selecting more prey items or
foraging more densely distributed prey that did not require as
much movement effort to catch. Furthermore, lower click rates
suggest that high acoustic sampling rates were not necessary to
detect prey at these depths.

The switch in movement and biosonar tactics during prey
capture attempts indicates that sperm whales target prey with
different mobility or manoverability, and is consistent with a
generalist strategy of male sperm whales that are known to take
different species and life stages of cephalopods (Santos et al.,
1999; Bjørke, 2001; Simon et al., 2003) as well as fish in their high-
latitude foraging grounds (Gaskin and Cawthorn, 1967; Martin

and Clarke, 1986). In the Norwegian Sea, sperm whale feeding
grounds overlap with the spawning grounds of Gonatus fabricii
(Bjørke, 2001), which is also the most prevalent prey type in
the stomachs of stranded specimens recovered in these waters
(Santos et al., 2002; Simon et al., 2003). It has been suggested
that sperm whales and pilot whales (Globicephalas melas) exploit
aggregations of cephalopods that are either dead or are spent after
spawning (Clarke, 1996), and that sperm whales may also target
egg carrying female Gonatus fabricii (Simon et al., 2003). Mature
female Gonatus fabricii lose their ability to swim and float in
the water column as part of ontogenic changes during breeding
as their muscle tissue disintegrates and mantle and fins become
gelatinous (Bjørke, 2001). Given the high regional and individual
variability in sperm whale diet (e.g., Evans and Hindell, 2004),
it is possible that a range of more sedentary cephalopods was
taken at depth. These could include smaller cephalopods that
are generally more bioluminescent, neutrally buoyant, slower
swimming and less muscular than larger squids, and therefore
likely easier to catch, as well as dead cephalopods that eventually
sink to the sea floor (Clarke et al., 1993; Clarke, 1996; Whitehead,
2003).

Based upon the expectation that a predator should optimize
energy expenditure for expected returns, the shallow prey types
can be expected to contain more energy or other nutritional
reward, such as protein contained in more muscular (and hence
faster) prey species. Given sperm whales must balance both
their energy budget and oxygen stores during diving, foraging
on likely lower quality prey at deeper depths is likely to carry
other advantages, such as predictable and abundant prey patches
(Teloni et al., 2008). Sperm whales can use usual clicks to
scan for prey layers hundreds of meters ahead (Madsen P.
et al., 2002), and in the beginning of a dive tend to target
those layers that were located during previous dives (Fais et al.,
2015). Sperm whales could also take advantage of aggregations
of terminally spawning cephalopods, and prefer slower, more
gelatinous, neutrally buoyant cephalopod species that are easier
to capture, despite lower caloric value (Clarke et al., 1993;
Clarke, 1996). Interestingly, for sperm whales tagged in a highly
productive submarine canyon in New Zealand, the opposite
might be the case: benthic buzzes were on average longer (10–
30 s) and produced at longer inter-buzz intervals compared to
pelagic buzzes, suggesting availability of more calorific and/or
agile prey at greater depths (900–1,200m) (Guerra et al., 2017).

It is possible that sperm whales approached and pursued
similar types of prey in different body postures, and hence vertical
velocity, depending on whether the individual was transiting
or searching within a prey layer. These effects may have over-
emphasized the Descent-deep buzz type as a separate movement
strategy. Whales could also switch hunting or echolocation
strategy for the same prey if their detectability changed with
depth. Sea floor might provide both physical shelter and refuge
from acoustic detection. It could be informative to assess the role
of behavioral state and distance to sea floor in future analyses of
prey encounter strategies.

Light conditions influencing the ability of prey to visually
detect their predator (or vice-versa) can also be expected to play
a role in aquatic foraging. Availability of daylight during the day
could allow prey to visually detect their predator earlier, and
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thus increase handling time at shallower depths. With the near
continuous availability of daylight during the summer months
in Norway, our dataset collected was not optimal to address
this question. Nevertheless, the probability of a buzz to be of
the Descent-deep type decreased with greater solar elevation
(Supplementary Figures 7, 8). During the day, the silhouette
of aquatic predators may be more visually detectible to their
prey, in particular when viewed from below. However, the
effect was present in the bathypelagic zone (>1,000m) where
daylight is virtually absent (Warrant and Locket, 2004). Thus,
the diurnal effect may be better explained by changes in prey
availability due to vertical migration. For negatively buoyant
divers, such as spermwhales at deep depths (>300m,Miller et al.,
2004b), these vertical descents may provide a way to increase
pursuit speed while minimizing energetic and physiological
costs.

Comparative studies have begun to link the maintenance
costs and muscular performance of marine mammal predators
to the energetic value of their prey (Spitz et al., 2012, 2014).
Our results highlight how within-species dietary plasticity might
arise from switching foraging strategies between heterogeneously
distributed prey, and against ecophysiological and sensory
constraints (distance from surface, pressure). In the future,
including more sensory traits in the comparative approach (e.g.,
maximum echolocation rate, output level, hearing group) could
further elucidate how toothed whale sensory niches map on to
their dietary niche.
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